Streaking Danes Reel Off Four Straight Wins

Three Runs In Ninth Stun API, 7-6
Batmen Sweep Hartwick, Down Union

by Paul Schwartz

Tony Mozelli started the Danes on their way to four straight wins on Monday when he delivered a seventh-inning home run in Albany's 8-6 win over Hartwick. In Union's 3-1 setback to the Danes in a doubleheader at Hartwick Saturday and Sunday, the left fielder broke open a 1-1 tie with his two-run home run in the sixth inning in Sunday's game.

The win was a much-needed morale booster for the Danes, who were coming off a 5-3 loss to Cortland in the third game of a three-game weekend series at Hartwick. The loss dropped the Danes' overall record to 2-6.

On Monday, the Danes saw their chances to win the three-game series improve when they beat Hartwick, 7-6, in an eight-inning game. Union scored three runs in the ninth inning to secure the win.

Munsey Notches 100th Win As Trackmen Split

by Debbie Kopf

Albany's track and field team finished second in the ECAC meet last weekend, but it still got some good news in the form of a 100th win for head coach Mike Marlborough.

Marlborough, who has been at Albany since 1967, won his 100th meet on Saturday when the track team finished second in the ECAC meet. The Danes finished second behind Dartmouth in the meet.

Marlborough, who has won 100 meets at Albany, said he was pleased with the way the team performed in the meet.

"I was very pleased with the way we ran," Marlborough said. "We had some good performances in the sprints and relays, and we had some strong performances in the distance events."
Students Debate U.S. Draft Issue

Supporters, Opponents Speak

By Whitney Gould

A former SUNYA prof. wins false arrest case

By Adole Gould

March of Dimes raises $56,000 in Walkathon

Socialist tackles Space Harrier

Women's Liberation Movement Discussed

By Keith Carrera

SUNYA Employees Enjoy Annual Fair

Join The Fun!
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Gametime Is Over

By Eric Nussbaum

The Tourists were at their best despite an unjustifiably small crowd.

The answers keep on coming, though the Tourists went virtually unnoticed. So who should I blame? I can't really be the promoter who thought a band as totally tasteless as 999 can pack the (act, that after every song, bassist Paris appeared on the stage and the actors. Within this enclosed space, they transformed a group of skeptical, Gcoco, as Clov, into believers. This is not to say that the Tourists' performances were perfect, but more importantly, they were unaffected by the skeleton audience, but more importantly, they transformed a group of skeptical, Whistler et al., into believers.
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Register now for Fall 1980

Announcing a new course in ITALIAN—AMERICAN STUDIES

Second course to be offered in this field:

THE IMAGE
OF THE ITALIAN AMERICAN

American film makers have dealt extensively on the subject of Italian immigration and Italian-American family from changing points of view in the changing of time. This course will survey and evaluate the effectiveness of filmmakers in exploring the problem of ethnicity and its consequences.

CONDUCTED IN ENGLISH.

REGISTRATION AVAILABLE

THE ITALIAN-AMERICAN EXPERIENCE

I T A L I A 

Tuesday, April 22nd, 8:30 pm

Mousakka Pizza $3.95
Egg Lemon Soup $0.95
Soyaki Sandwich $1.50
Pitcher Beer $2.75

ิกิสิรายปั้น

Dear Students:

This is a very important notice and a reminder to all students that there will be no classes on the above date. The offices will be closed for the day.

Sincerely,

[Signature]

The Student Affairs Office
The Candidate Game

Michael A. Green

America, once again it's time for our favorite game—presidential elections. With John and Joan Q. Citizen in mind, perhaps we should be more specific; 300 million another process, higher, and so on. Meanwhile, we play this game all the time, not because we are stupid, but because we are in love with a country that is not so smart.

Constitutionally, it's time of the system again, possibly a great deal later. While the vast majority of the country is getting closer to the March 19 primaries, a few states are still trying to keep track of their respective candidates. The signs of the system have yet to be witnessed in the nation at large, as we are starting to see the colors of the American political documents changing. Yet, in this particular game, the candidates and their political machines are busily planning their strategies, activities, and appearances, all in an attempt to win the presidency for the next four years.

In the game, you decide who you will elect into office. Like the candidates, you have a list of possible choices, each with their own strengths and weaknesses. Some candidates are strong in the polls, while others are struggling. You must carefully consider each candidate before making your decision, as the outcome of the election will have a significant impact on the future of our country and the world.

The game is not just about winning an election; it is about making a difference in the lives of the American people. Your decision can affect the quality of education, the environment, healthcare, and economic policies, among others.

Remember, the game is only as good as the candidates are willing to play. If you feel that the candidates are not putting in enough effort, you can choose not to vote. Your voice matters, and you have the power to make a change. So, which candidate will you choose? It's time to play the game and make a difference.
MAY 1: SENIOR WEEK TICKETS FOR MEMBERS OF CLASS OF 1980 ONLY.

SUNDAY, MAY 18: Picnic in Thatcher Park

MONDAY, MAY 19: Bogaerts says a special good-bye

TUESDAY, MAY 20: Farewell to the Raiders (Afternoon)

WEDNESDAY, MAY 21: End of Finals Party (Evening)

WEDNESDAY, MAY 21: Senior Night at Saratoga Raceway

* THURSDAY, MAY 22: Trip to Boston

* THURSDAY, MAY 22: Trip to Montreal

* THURSDAY, MAY 22: Canoe Trip (Day)

FRIDAY, MAY 23: Clambake at Mohawk Campus (Evening)

FRIDAY, MAY 23: Boatride on Lake George (Evening)

SATURDAY, MAY 24: Day at Riverside Amusement Park

SATURDAY, MAY 24: Torch Night and Reception

SUNDAY, MAY 25: Graduation

* Can only buy tickets for one of these three trips

Detailed Information Available at CC Info Desk

Senior week tickets will be sold on the third floor of the Campus Center, April 30, May 1 and May 2.

APRIL 30: Senior week tickets go on sale for seniors who have paid class dues only.

-May 1: Senior week tickets for members of class of 1980 only.

May 1: Senior week tickets for members of class of 1980 only.

May 2: Senior week tickets for sale on any one.

No personal checks - Limit 4 tickets per person.

-Money orders, bank checks will only be accepted.

-Although does pays special can buy two tickets for each event only one of these may be purchased at the discounted price.

For information about test preparation and GRE, call the Albany Center 463 Delancy Ave., Albany, N.Y. 12217. Call 518-439-8146.
DICK GREGORY
Sponsored by Office of the President, Student Affairs; Student Assn. & UAS.

REFUNDS
FOR DICK GREGORY TICKETS
WILL BE HELD ON
TUESDAY 4/22
TO FRIDAY 4/24
FROM 12 NOON-9PM

IN THE
ASUBA OFFICE
CAMPUS CENTER 367

This Weekend at the
Kahlester Pub

> 744-2112
> 744-3751
> 744-3850
> 744-5372
> 744-3098
> 744-3201
> 744-3200

The Entire Weekend at The Pub
Thursday April 24
6 p.m. - 12:30a.m.
Friday & Saturday April 25 & 26
6 p.m. - 1a.m.
University Alumni Center Restaurant

HAP IS COMING
HAPPY APRIL FOOLS DAY

A SELECTION OF IMPORTED BOTTLED BEERS
- Beer, Soda, and Ice Cream
- Western Union
- Dean Brown Dixieland Band

April 22, 1980

---

More Aggressive, Prepared Army Downs Siena

In a very close game, Army's record improved to 11-2-1 after defeating Siena, 5-3, in a doubleheader at the Dutch Quad. The game was played in front of a very enthusiastic crowd, and resulted in a strong performance by Army's 1980 team. The game was won by Army's third baseman, who recorded a walk-off home run in the seventh inning. The game was also notable for Army's defense, which kept Siena's offense at bay. The game was played in front of a very enthusiastic crowd, and resulted in a strong performance by Army's 1980 team. The game was won by Army's third baseman, who recorded a walk-off home run in the seventh inning. The game was also notable for Army's defense, which kept Siena's offense at bay.
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Food Coop T Shirts
Now on Sale
$4.50 for members
$4.75 for non members
Blue, Beige, and Yellow Available
Pick them up Mon-Fri in the Food Coop

To All Anti-Nuclear, Pro-Solar, Environmentalists
Come to the Earth Day Lobby Today
We need your support at the Capital to pass a bill on Phasing Out Nuclear Power in NYS
Meet at 10:30, Hearing room C
Legislative Office Bldg., Empire State Plaza
Press conference and Lobbying at 11:00
For more info call: 436-5076 or 456-4625

Questions about the Cable T.V.
Referendum:
There will be an open forum on
Tuesday April 22
at 7:30 in LC 25
Open to all students

Delta Sigma Pi Presents - - -
Senator Mary Goodhue
New York State Senate
speaking on
“Women In Politics”
and
“How to Prepare for a Career in Politics”
Date: April 22
Time: 8:00 pm
Place: LC 5

Albany B-Team Reigns
by Marc Hapi
It was one of those nights for the Home team. Albany was a team to be reckoned with. Their 2-1 defeat of the Binghamton Black Bears in the final Challenge Cup game in April was the perfect ending to a dominating season. The season had started off with a bang, and the team didn’t slow down. With the win, Albany secured their place in the playoffs and were determined to bring home the gold.

The game was a dominant display of skill and strategy. Albany’s defense was rock solid, holding Binghamton scoreless for the majority of the game. The offense, led by star player Mike Schwartz, was unstoppable. Schwartz scored two goals, including the game-winner in overtime, to seal the victory for the B-team.

With the win, Albany-B advanced to the playoffs and were looking to make a run at the Challenge Cup title. The team had been working hard all season, and now they were one step closer to their goal. The players were elated, and the crowd burst into cheers, the sound of their victory echoing through the arena.

As the team celebrated their win, they looked to the future. The playoffs would be a tough challenge, but with their talent and determination, Albany-B had the potential to come out on top. The team was ready to take on whatever the playoffs had in store for them.
“Tough Break” Helps Netmen Edge Middlebury

by Larry Salk

On a perfect day for lacrosse, the Albany State men’s team lost a tough 10-9 contest to the Middlebury College at home on Saturday. The match was a classic. Albany State dominated at times, but could not hold onto the lead. The game was a seesaw battle, with both teams scored points back and forth throughout the game.

Middlebury led, 3-2, in the first quarter, but Albany State came back to take a 4-3 lead at the half. In the third quarter, both teams scored two points each, keeping the game close. In the fourth quarter, Albany State scored three goals to take a 9-7 lead, but Middlebury scored two goals in the final minutes to tie the game at 9-9. In overtime, Middlebury scored a goal to win the game 10-9.

Despite Firing 26 Shots On Goal, Danes Go Down To Third Setback

by Greg Green

It was a day of action in the Albany State men’s basketball game against the University of Vermont. The Danes scored 26 shots on goal, but were unable to convert them into points. The Vermont Catamounts held the Danes to just 32 points, winning the game, 70-32.

Despite several scoring opportunities, the Danes couldn’t seem to find the back of the net. Vermont defended aggressively, limiting the Danes’ chances of scoring. The Danes’ shooting percentage was just 31%, while Vermont’s was 52%.

President Carter

President Carter directed his administration to obtain the release of the hostages in Tehran. The Carter administration had strongly advocated for the release of the hostages. The release of the hostages was considered a significant victory for the United States.

SUNY Budget May Boost 22M

The SUNY budget for the upcoming fiscal year is expected to increase by $22 million. According to Governor Carey, the increase is necessary to fund the state’s higher education system.

New SA Attorney Sought

A new SA attorney is needed to defend the victims of the terrorist attack. The United States government has offered a reward of $1 million for information leading to the capture of the terrorists.

SA Attorney Needed

The Albany State Attorney’s office is seeking a new attorney to handle the case of the terrorist attack. The office is responsible for prosecuting the terrorists and ensuring justice is served.

New SA Attorneys Sought

The Albany State Attorney’s office is seeking new attorneys to handle various cases, including the terrorist attack and other high-profile cases. The office is responsible for handling the legal aspects of these cases.

From the White House

The White House has issued a statement on the terrorist attack. The statement expresses solidarity with the victims and their families. The White House also reaffirmed its commitment to doing everything possible to prevent future attacks.
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